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NOVEMBER
MONTHLY OBSERVANCES
National Diabetes Month
Lung Cancer Awareness Month
Veteran’s Day (Nov. 11th)
World Toilet Day (Nov. 19th)

Sanitation
Quick facts about the
sanitation crisis:
1000 children died daily from
diarrheal diseases due to poor
sanitation in 2013. These
deaths are preventable.
Clean and safe toilets help
keep more girls in school and
increase attendance rates.
The 2015 goal to halve the # of
people living without
sanitation is running 150 years
behind schedule. 1 billion (15
% of the world population) still
practice open defecation.
Every $1 spent on water and
sanitation generates a $4.3
return in the form of reduced
health care costs.

New England PDC
Nov 13-14, 2018 Southbridge
Conference Center
https://region8.assp.org

Update an email (i.e. work or personal) as well as mailing
address (magazine delivery) and phone number (personal &
work) is a good thing to do to ensure timely
communications are received from the Chapter. To update
your information log into National at:
https://store.assp.org/PersonifyEbusiness/My-Account

Learning Objectives - Part 11
When developing the learning objectives, we must pay close
attention to the Three Domains (or taxonomies) of
Learning. Benjamin Bloom’s research group, in 1956
identified the domains as cognitive, psychomotor and
aﬀective.
(Join us in November for Part II of Learning
Objectives)
A clear learning objective states what the learner will be able
to do upon completion of a continuing medical education
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activity, in terms of behavioral change. A clear objective
identifies the terminal behavior or desired outcome of the
educational oﬀering.
When developing objectives, follow these 3 steps:
STEP 1: Start with a phrase such as: “At the conclusion
of….OR….Upon successful completion of this course, participants
will be able to…..”

Thanksgiving Safety
According to the U.S. Chemical
Safety Board (CSB), from
January 2001 to July 2018,
over 260 incidents occurred
during educational demos and
experiments in a laboratory,
experimentation, or
presentation setting, leading to
numerous injuries and in some
cases fatalities.
Researchers, educators and
students are encouraged to
adopt CSB’s key lessons:
• Do not use bulk containers
of flammable chemicals
when small quantities are
sufficient.
• Implement strict safety
controls including written
procedures, effective
training & appropriate PPE
• Conduct a comprehensive
hazard review prior to any
demonstration.
• Provide a safety barrier
between the demonstration
and the audience, students
or other laboratory
personnel.
For videos & information visit:
www.csb.gov

STEP 2: Connect step one with an action verb which
communicates the performance by the learner. Use verbs which
describe an action that can be observed and that are measurable
within the teaching time frame (e.g., via a post-test). Use Bloom’s
Taxonomy Verb Wheel to choose verbs that align with the
measurable student product you desire.

Words & phrases to avoid include:
appreciate

approach

become

know

believe

improve

grasp the significance of increase

grow

understand

learn thinks critically
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Good learning outcomes emphasize the application and integration of knowledge. Instead of
focusing on coverage of material, learning outcomes articulate how students will be able to
employ the material, both in the context of the class and more broadly.
(Join us in December for Part III of Learning Objectives)

Thanksgiving Cooking & The NFPA
Thanksgiving is the peak day for home cooking fires, followed by the day before Thanksgiving
and Christmas Day. and Christmas Eve. In 2015, U.S. fire departments responded to an estimated
1,760 home cooking fires on Thanksgiving, the peak day for such fires.
Unattended cooking was by far the leading contributing factor in cooking fires and fire deaths.
Cooking equipment was involved in almost half of all reported home fires and home fire injuries,
and it is the second leading cause of home fire deaths.
The NFPA oﬀers these tips:
•

Stay home and in the kitchen when you are cooking on the stovetop so you can keep an
eye on the food and check on it frequently.

•

Keep children away from the stove. The stove will be hot and kids should stay 3 feet away.

•

Make sure kids stay away from hot food and liquids. The steam or splash from vegetables,
gravy or coﬀee could cause serious burns.

•

Keep the floor clear so you don’t trip over kids, toys, pocketbooks or bags.

•

Keep knives out of the reach of children.

•

Be sure electric cords from an electric knife, coﬀee maker, plate warmer or mixer are not
dangling oﬀ the counter within easy reach of a child.

•

Keep matches and utility lighters out of the reach of children — up high in a locked
cabinet.

•

Never leave children alone in room with a lit candle.

•

Make sure your smoke alarms are working. Test them by pushing the test button.

•

Have a charged fire extinguisher handy and in the kitchen as a just in case.
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For more information:
•
•

NFPA's "Home Fires Involving Cooking Equipment" report
Download the “Kids in the Kitchen” guide for ideas on what diﬀerent age groups can do
around the kitchen as you prepare your holiday meal.
REMEMBER: The 3 most common Thanksgiving injuries are:

Traﬃc Fatalities

Kitchen Fires

Food Poisoning

For more than 30 years, the professionally trained turkey experts that make up the Turkey TalkLine have been answering turkey related questions each holiday season. Open every November
and December, our 50+ experts answer more than 100,000 questions, for thousands of
households around the United States and Canada.
Butterball experts are available to answer your questions by phone, online chat and email. Let’s
talk turkey! 1-800-BUTTERBALL (1-800-288-8372)

The Bottom Line
As we move into the last months of 2018 and enter into the holiday season I want to
start by saying Thank You to our Milestone Members. I cannot even imagine where
we would be without all of our colleagues and friends that have blazed the path for us
in Safety. Be sure to congratulate those listed below.
Certificates will be handed out at future meetings starting in December.
ASSE/ASSP MEMBERSHIP MILESTONES
25 yrs

Jayne E. Hollows CSP

Connecticut Valley

25 yrs

Allan W. Norris CHMM, CHST

Connecticut Valley

25 yrs

William L. Galdenzi CSP, CHST

Connecticut Valley

25 yrs

Robert E. Hudson CSP

Connecticut Valley

25 yrs

Paul Louis Errico CHMM

Connecticut Valley

25 yrs

Steve O. Ronning

Connecticut Valley

25 yrs

Rosemary Coggeshall CSP, CHMM

Connecticut Valley

40 yrs

Nicolas S. May CSP, CPCU

Connecticut Valley

40 yrs

Edward C. Gorman

Connecticut Valley
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25 yrs

Robert O. Andres

Connecticut Valley - Western Massachusetts

25 yrs

Robert F. Kirchherr CSP

Connecticut Valley - Western Massachusetts

25 yrs

Joseph D. Barbeau CSP, CHCM, CHMM

Connecticut Valley - Western Massachusetts

One last plug for the New England PDC. It is a great way to broaden our minds and
gain CEU’s close to home. See the link on page 1 for more information.
As always, please send me any ideas you may have on places to hold a meeting (i.e.
southern CT) or sites you may want to visit.
Bottom line: Have a Happy, Safe & Healthy Thanksgiving!
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